Herbivory and Stoichiometric Feedbacks to Primary Production
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Abstract

Established theory addresses the idea that herbivory can have positive feedbacks on nutrient flow to plants. Positive feedbacks likely emerge from a greater availability of organic carbon that primes the soil by supporting nutrient turnover through consumer and especially microbially-mediated metabolism in the detrital pool. We developed an entirely novel stoichiometric model that demonstrates the mechanism of a positive feedback. In particular, we show that sloppy or partial feeding by herbivores increases detrital carbon and nitrogen allowing for greater nitrogen mineralization and nutritive feedback to plants. The model consists of differential equations coupling flows among pools of: plants, herbivores, detrital carbon and nitrogen, and inorganic nitrogen. We test the effects of different levels of herbivore grazing completion and of the stoichiometric quality (carbon to nitrogen ratio, C:N) of the host plant. Our model analyses show that partial feeding and plant C:N interact because when herbivores are sloppy and plant biomass is diverted to the detrital pool, more mineral nitrogen is available to plants because of the stoichiometric difference between the organisms in the detrital pool and the herbivore. This model helps to identify how herbivory may feedback positively on primary production, and it mechanistically connects direct and indirect feedbacks from soil to plant production.

Introduction

When herbivores consume plants, either above or below ground, they release mineralized nutrients into the environment supporting microbial activity and enhancing primary production [1–3]. This occurs through three potentially concurrent mechanisms. First, plants may compensate for herbivory with additional growth [4]. Second, due to a stoichiometric imbalance between the herbivore and the plant, a herbivore may excrete excess mineral nutrients into the surrounding environment. Generally, when consumers eat a resource with a lower carbon to nitrogen (C:N) ratio they contribute excess mineral nutrients (N) to the soil (e.g. protists...
or nematodes eating bacteria [5]). However, when they consume something relatively depleted in N (a higher C:N), they contribute excess organic carbon to the soil [6–9]. Third, herbivores do not always completely ingest vegetation. As they graze, leaf material above ground or root exudates and particles below ground may not be consumed fully. The ‘partial feeding’ of the herbivore results in discarded and non-ingested detrital plant material that potentially primes the soil by increasing the quantity of organic matter and therefore, feeding microbial metabolism within the detrital pool [10–13]. These mechanisms are not mutually exclusive; in particular, the third is dependent on the principles of the second. Whether or not the excess organic matter is ingested, decomposed and mineralized by the herbivore or in detritus depends on the fraction of biomass consumed by the herbivore. Following that, the stoichiometric imbalance between plant material and the detrital microbes or herbivores will determine whether organic carbon accumulates or mineral nitrogen accumulates [14]. These facts determine whether or not the plant will benefit from the indirect soil-priming effects [12] of a herbivore that consumes only a fraction of what it grazes or suffer from the direct consumptive effects of a herbivore that consumes the plant whole.

Organic material released during herbivory imposes a direct cost to the plant. However, herbivores can be highly selective or even sloppy, consuming only a fraction of what is grazed and sometimes only the highest quality fraction [15]. In this case, partial feeding will function in an ecosystem differently than efficiency in the sense described by Lindeman [16], where only some fraction of energy and nutrients consumed on one trophic level are transferred to the next higher trophic level. Rather, the fraction of un-consumed organic matter left behind in the form of plant fragments or root exudates and particles is not assimilated by the herbivore. However, it is not completely lost to the plant because even though the un-consumed plant biomass does not support herbivore biomass, it will indirectly benefit the plant when it is decomposed and mineralized in the detrital pool (Fig 1).

Early extensive work set the foundation for herbivory theory in aboveground communities [17] that has since been extended to the rhizosphere, where nutrient cycling takes place [1]. Past work has shown that roots can undergo compensatory growth in the same way as above ground biomass [18]. However, this may not be a purely plant physiological response. Instead, the mechanism behind this effect is likely explained by metabolic processes mediated by microbes in the detrital pool of the soil. In one experiment, when nematodes grazed roots, organic nutrients were released and microbial nitrogen cycling increased [19]. The stoichiometric quality of the organic matter as it is digested by the herbivore or decomposed and mineralized by microbial consumers will determine the benefit to the plant [6], and mechanisms of herbivory vary. Some herbivores can consume biomass whole when they graze while others leave large amounts of plant biomass behind as detritus. Our model addresses this variation and accounts for multiple pathways of decomposition such that it helps to realistically describe the mechanism.

Our model explores the idea that "partial feeding", defined as $e_t$, of a herbivore interacts with the stoichiometric quality of the grazed plant to determine metabolism in the detrital pool and nutritive feedback to plants. Specifically, the model enables the study of the relative effects of the quantity of organic matter priming the soil versus the stoichiometric imbalance between the consumer and the consumed (relative quality of organic matter) [10]. This interaction is important, and can be extended when one considers foraging activity and consumptive patterns of different types of herbivores. For instance, herbivorous nematodes in soil may draw root material through a spear or stylet leaving only dissolved organics behind if at all. In contrast, chewing insects are likely to leave large particulate matter behind. Our model was inspired by soil food web models (e.g. van Veen, et al. [20]), and our parameter values were taken from previous soil food web models and our own greenhouse studies (Table 1).
However, with appropriate parameter values, the theory and application presented here may easily be extended to other plant—herbivore interactions.

**Materials and Methods**

**Model Development and Assumptions**

The model simulates a system with seven interacting pools: plants ($P_C$ and $P_N$ referring to plant carbon biomass and plant nitrogen biomass respectively), herbivores ($H_C$ and $H_N$ referring to herbivore carbon biomass and herbivore nitrogen biomass respectively), detritus ($D_C$ and $D_N$ referring to detrital carbon and nitrogen respectively), and inorganic nitrogen ($N$). However, the stoichiometry of plants and herbivores is fixed such that $P_N = P_C / CNP$ and $H_N = H_C / CNH$, so only five pools can independently vary ($P_C$, $H_C$, $D_C$, $D_N$, and $N$) (Fig 1). Our model was developed using the following simplifying assumptions:

1. The plant pool includes both shoots and roots as a single unit. It net assimilates $\text{CO}_2$, and an important assumption of this model is nitrogen limitation [21]. Therefore, carbon assimilation is limited by the availability of nitrogen, and following Liebig’s Law [22], an organism will only assimilate nutrients in proportion to that nutrient which is most limiting. Therefore, nitrogen limitation affects the degree to which a plant can photosynthesize and grow [23]. Further, because the system is assumed to be nitrogen limited, the model does not account for the plants threshold elemental ratios (TER).

2. The C:N values of the herbivores are fixed.
3. Excretion by the herbivore is explicitly modeled here, but egestion is not as it has been done in other models [6]. To maintain simplicity, we assume egestion (any undigested waste) of the herbivore will retain the C:N value of its food (CNP) and enter the detrital pool as unconsumed plant biomass does following $1 - e_1$.

4. We have incorporated the microbial (bacterial and fungal) pools and their functioning into the detrital pool. This is an important simplification that assumes the detrital pool encompasses a microbial consortium that includes fungi and bacteria and is capable of decomposition and mineralization [24]. However, this model can be used as a framework on which additional processes may be resolved such as the capacity of the microbial pool to either assimilate or mineralize nutrients, and the degree to which the detrital pool is dominated by fungal or bacterial decomposers will be reflected in the pool’s stoichiometry.

Baseline parameter values can be found in Table 1. The parameters are obtained from literature in plant and soil communities or from operating conditions used in our own greenhouse experiments. The parameter values for $R_{21H}$ and $r_{\text{min}}$ are estimated because they would be difficult to measure. The pools exchange carbon and nitrogen in accordance with the flux equations that account for (Fig 1): herbivore respiration, herbivore excretion and herbivore death, mineralization of detritus, herbivory, external nitrogen and plant uptake of carbon and nitrogen, and

---

### Table 1. Variable and parameter definitions, values and their references.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNP</td>
<td>varies 20–40 g C : g N</td>
<td>g C : g N$^{-1}$</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNH</td>
<td>7 g C : g N</td>
<td>g C : g N$^{-1}$</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_1$</td>
<td>varies 0.1–1.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>The fraction of plant material digested by the herbivore vs. lost to the detrital pool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_p$</td>
<td>281 g soil : g N$^{-1}$ d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>= 0.0722/N [27]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_p$</td>
<td>0.003 d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{1H}$</td>
<td>100 g soil : g C$^{-1}$ d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>[33]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_H$</td>
<td>0.003 d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{2H}$</td>
<td>0.014 d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>Estimate based on approximate 1% biomass carbon respired</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>5.8 - 10$^{-3}$ d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>estimate based on labile carbon [44]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{N_{\text{L}}}$</td>
<td>0.0095 d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>based on greenhouse experiment: assumes 1L soil, watered 100 mL 2x/week; 10% of applied water goes out bottom.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{D_{\text{L}}}$</td>
<td>0.001 d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>= 0.1 * k_{N_{\text{L}}}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{ext}}$</td>
<td>2.7-10$^{-6}$ g N : g soil$^{-1}$ d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>Standard 0.1X Hoagland Solution used in greenhouse experiment [25]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### State Variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State Variable</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P$ Plant Biomass</td>
<td>g C : g Soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$ Herbivore Biomass</td>
<td>g C : g Soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$ Mineral Nitrogen</td>
<td>g N : g Soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_C$ Detrital Carbon</td>
<td>g C : g Soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_N$ Detrital Nitrogen</td>
<td>g N : g Soil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0129775.t001
plant death. Further, nitrogen can leach from the detrital pool as organic nitrogen and from the inorganic nitrogen pool as mineral nitrogen. Organic carbon does not leach from the detrital pool, but it can be mineralized and respire out as CO₂.

The mass balance for carbon in the plant pool is

\[
\frac{dP_C}{dt} = r_p P_C N - d_p P_C - r_{1H} H_C P_C,
\]

where \( r_p \) is the relative plant growth rate which determines carbon uptake by the plant, \( d_p \) is the plant death rate, and \( r_{1H} \) is the specific herbivory rate which determines the amount of herbivory. Plant nitrogen biomass is scaled to the plant carbon biomass by the plant’s C:N ratio \( CNP \) so that the mass balance for nitrogen in the plant pool is

\[
\frac{dP_N}{dt} = \frac{1}{CNP} (r_p P_C N - d_p P_C - r_{1H} H_C P_C).
\]

The mass balance equation for herbivore carbon is

\[
\frac{dH_C}{dt} = e_1 (r_{1H} H_C P_C) - d_H H_C - r_{2H} H_C,
\]

where \( e_1 \), as stated, is the partial feeding of the herbivore, which determines how much plant biomass is consumed by the herbivore and how much is left behind to enter the detrital pool. The herbivore death rate is \( d_H \), and \( r_{2H} \) is the respiration rate of the herbivore. As in the plants, herbivore nitrogen biomass is scaled to the herbivore carbon biomass by the herbivore’s C:N ratio \( CNH \) so that the mass balance for nitrogen in the herbivore pool is

\[
\frac{dH_N}{dt} = \frac{1}{CNP} (e_1 (r_{1H} H_C P_C) - d_H H_C - r_{2H} H_C).
\]

The equation for herbivore nitrogen can be algebraically rearranged to account for herbivore excretion. Excretion does not include the nitrogen flux from the plants to the herbivores or the nitrogen flux out of the herbivore pool due to death. Therefore, we quantify herbivore excretion by

\[
\left( \frac{1}{CNP} - \frac{1}{CNP} \right) e_1 r_{1H} H_C P_C + \frac{1}{CNP} r_{2H} H_C.
\]

The equation for nitrogen fluxes into or out of the inorganic nitrogen pool is given by

\[
\frac{dN}{dt} = N_{ext} + r_{min} D_N + \left( \frac{1}{CNP} - \frac{1}{CNP} \right) e_1 r_{1H} H_C P_C + \frac{r_{2H} H_C}{CNP} - r_p P_C N - K_{NL} N,
\]

where \( N_{ext} \) is an external input of nitrogen (e.g. Hoagland solution [25]), \( r_{min} \) is a first-order mineralization rate constant that determines how much nitrogen is released from the detrital nitrogen pool, and \( K_{NL} \) is a first-order nitrogen leaching constant. Plant uptake of nitrogen is reflected in the subtraction of the term \( r_p P_C N \) with respect to \( CNP \).

Following Fig 1 and using terms from the preceding equations, the detrital carbon and nitrogen pools are modeled as

\[
\frac{dD_C}{dt} = d_p P_C + d_H H_C + (1 - e_1) r_{1H} H_C P_C - r_{min} D_C,
\]
\[
\frac{dD_N}{dt} = \frac{d_P P_C}{CNP} + \frac{d_H H_C}{CNH} + \frac{1}{CNP} (1 - e) r_{H} H_C P_C - r_{min} D_N - K_{DL} D_N,
\]

where \(K_{DL}\) is a first-order detrital nitrogen leaching constant.

All of our equations follow a type I functional response. This was established primarily to maintain simplicity of a complex model. However, because the model operates under the assumption of resource limitation, it is appropriate and follows other models with complementary goals \([6,26]\).

We analyze the system of differential equations described above by solving for the steady states. We find three solutions describing the following settings: 1. all living pools are extinct, 2. herbivore extinction, and 3. the co-existence solution in which all pools exist (see equations in S1 Text). In the remainder of the paper, we are interested in exploring the third steady state solution in which all pools coexist. To determine the stability of the solution, we first computed the Jacobian matrix (S2 Text) of the mass balance equations. Substitution of the steady state solution into the Jacobian leads to extremely complicated expressions for the eigenvalues, making an analytical study of the stability intractable. Therefore we numerically compute the eigenvalues and determine that the coexistence steady state solution is stable for our baseline parameter values and for wide ranges of input parameter values tested (20 ≤ CNP ≤ 40) and (0.1 ≤ e ≤ 1).

Model Sensitivity

We focus the analysis in this manuscript on the sensitivity of herbivore \(e_1\) and the interaction of \(e_1\) and stoichiometric quality of the host plant, CNP. In so doing, we are exploring the idea that more complete herbivore consumption will lead to decreased primary production by decreasing soil organic matter availability and therefore mineral nitrogen. We explore this idea by varying the efficiency with which the herbivore pool grazes at three different levels of plant quality defined by: \(CNP = 20, 30\) and \(40\). We choose these C:N values because they bound a reasonable range of quality for grasses (we used Ammophila arenaria to parameterize the model [27]). By definition, 0 ≤ \(e_1\) ≤ 1.

The model is sensitive to the values of \(r_{H} CNP\) and \(CNH\) (see S3 Text for an analytical explanation) because excretion, as defined in Fig 1, must be greater than or equal to zero.

Results and Discussion

The goal of this work was to resolve the mechanisms through which herbivory can be beneficial to plant growth. We explore the idea that the benefits of herbivory would vary depending whether nutrients are mineralized through the herbivore or the detrital pools with respect to the stoichiometric quality of the plant grazed. The results show that when \(e_1\) is low, the amount of detrital carbon and nitrogen present in soil increases, and therefore the proportion of plant biomass mineralized in the detrital pool as opposed to the herbivore pool increases. The availability of detrital carbon (Fig 2a) is highest when \(e_1\) is very low and the C:N of the plant is high, and the difference between available detrital carbon from plants of low C:N and those from high C:N declines with increasing \(e_1\). Intuitively, the reverse is true for detrital nitrogen (Fig 2b) in that more is available when plant C:N is lowest, but again, this interacts with \(e_1\). We see that when \(e_1\) is greatest, herbivore biomass is greatest (Fig 2c), and that this interacts with plant stoichiometry in that herbivore biomass is greatest when they consume high C:N plants, but this difference decreases as \(e_1\) increases. The availability of inorganic nitrogen for plant uptake increases as herbivore \(e_1\) increases (Fig 2d). It follows that inorganic nitrogen availability is
Fig 2. The steady state coexistence solution of the pools as a function of herbivore efficiency, a. detrital carbon, b. detrital nitrogen, c. herbivore biomass carbon, d. inorganic nitrogen and e. plant biomass carbon and f. plant biomass nitrogen. In all panels, asterisks indicate $\text{CNP} = 20$, triangles indicate $\text{CNP} = 30$ and diamonds indicate $\text{CNP} = 40$.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0129775.g002
highest at more complete herbivore feeding (high $e_1$) because plant biomass (Fig 2e and 2f), and therefore plant uptake (Fig 3d), are lower. Plant biomass nitrogen is lower because herbivore biomass is higher (Fig 2c); This difference is most pronounced when plant C:N is lowest (Fig 2f).

With respect to the fluxes, herbivory (the loss of plant biomass due to herbivores) declines with higher $e_1$ (Fig 3a) because, while herbivore biomass is greater (Fig 2c), plant biomass is lower (Fig 2e and 2f). Mathematically, herbivory is determined by plant and herbivore biomass. Specifically, because $CNH$ is constant, the C:N mismatch between plants and herbivores grows as the value of $CNP$ rises. When one views the model output (Fig 3a), at the highest value of $CNP$, where the C:N difference will be greatest, herbivory is highest. However, this only occurs for the sloppiest grazers when $e_1 < 0.2$ and the difference in herbivory as related to plant

---

**Fig 3.** The steady state coexistence solution of the fluxes as a function of herbivore efficiency, a. herbivory, b. herbivore excretion, c. nitrogen mineralization and d. plant uptake. In all panels, symbols are presented as in Fig 2.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0129775.g003
quality disappears. This suggests that herbivores that leave much biomass behind may graze more to compensate when plant quality is lower (S3 Text). Excretion by the herbivores increases as \( e_I \) increases and the herbivore metabolizes more plant biomass, but it is especially so at the lowest plant C:N values (Fig 3b) when there will be more nitrogen. Nitrogen mineralization occurs to the greatest extent when \( e_I \) is low (Fig 3c) and the detrital nitrogen pool is greatest (Fig 2b). Likewise, plant uptake of C and N is highest (Fig 3d) when plant biomass is greatest (Fig 2e and 2f). The increased plant demand helps to explain the lower levels of inorganic nitrogen at low \( e_I \) (Fig 2d) but high detrital nitrogen (Fig 2b). Mathematically and ecologically, this is a logical outcome. When plant biomass is greater, its capacity of plants to absorb mineral nutrients will increase.

The availability of inorganic nitrogen in soil increases with \( e_I \). Further, the availability is greatest when high C:N plants are consumed at low \( e_I \) (Fig 2d). This seems counterintuitive given that detrital nitrogen decreases as herbivores consume more biomass when they graze (Fig 2b). It can be explained two ways. First, higher \( e_I \) means less plant biomass to be mineralized in the detrital pool. The organic matter instead is mineralized through the metabolic processes and excretion of the herbivore. The increase in inorganic nitrogen with higher \( e_I \) follows herbivore excretion that increases as the herbivore successfully ingests more material. At the same time, nitrogen mineralization in the detrital pool declines with higher \( e_I \) because there is less detritus available. The second explanation reflects a logical feedback between plant and soil nutrients. As plant biomass is greater (Fig 2e and 2f), the demand on soil nutrients is that much greater. The process of herbivore excretion (Fig 3b), and nitrogen mineralization (Fig 3c) are both greatest at low CNP. When plants capitalize on this resource, mineral nitrogen is held in the plant pool, and hence, lower levels of inorganic nitrogen are realized at lower CNP (Fig 2d).

Herbivory leads to mineralization of nutrients through two pathways, direct and indirect. Directly, herbivores consume organic matter and excrete mineral nutrients as waste, and indirectly, organic matter left behind when herbivore activity primes microbial mineralization of nutrients in the detrital pool. The principle driving these results is the stoichiometric mismatch between a plant and its herbivore. Indeed, the greater the degree of mismatch, the greater the intensity of herbivory will be [28] due to the need to acquire the resource in short supply. Given these challenges, plants of higher quality are more likely chosen by herbivores [29]. Herbivore consumption can directly affect plant quality [30] and indirectly affect plant quality through feedbacks from nutrient cycling [26,30]. However, whether or not the herbivore can ingest and assimilate what is consumed affects \( e_I \) and interacts with plant stoichiometric quality. Our model builds the connection between the direct and usually negative effects of being grazed, and the indirect benefits of mineralization emerging from the detrital pool [31]. Sloppy herbivores may graze more plant material to acquire needed nutrients; this is even more so in the case where plant quality is low. This is not inconsistent with the fact that high quality plants will be chosen more than low quality plants [29]. However, our model does not allow for herbivore choice. It does show that plant quality interacts with \( e_I \) to affect mineral nitrogen availability. However, the logistics of consuming low quality plant (e.g. high lignin content) material, or plants that contain defensive secondary metabolites can drive the degree to which a plant is grazed. The extent to which low quality or high quality plant material is more likely to be leaky or discarded during grazing will certainly affect the metabolism and the threshold elemental ratio of the herbivore [32]. This would be an interesting next step in the future development of this model.

Here we explore the idea that sloppy grazing, a low \( eI \), and the release of mineral nitrogen from the detrital pool can offset the negative effects of herbivory. However, to test this idea we must consider the outcome of this model in the absence of herbivores, as a control. As stated
previously, stability analysis revealed three steady state solutions (S1 Text). In the second solution the herbivore is extinct. In this case, plant biomass increases through values of $r_P$ (because plant N uptake is a function of $r_P$) until the herbivore is present (Fig 4a). Once under the influence of herbivory, plant biomass does not increase any further. Once within the range of parameters in which herbivores exist, increasing herbivory, $r_{1H}$, leads to declines in plant biomass, but the rate of decline rapidly slows (Fig 4b). The outcome of this analysis reveals the impact of herbivory, though moderated.

Our model was inspired by theoretical work carried out in soil food webs [33–36], and the parameter values were selected from our own greenhouse experiments and the soil food web literature. However, it is useful to consider the implications of this model for all plant herbivore interactions including grazing above-ground green biomass or the consumption of phytoplankton and vegetation in aquatic environments. The stoichiometric nature of this model allows for that possibility given the appropriate parameter values. Plants in aquatic environments tend to be of higher quality as they lack carbon rich support tissues (lignin) required for living on land [8]. This difference in aquatic and terrestrial plants may lead to a greater degree of nitrogen mineralization in aquatic systems than one would see for comparable plant biomass on land. Even though the priming influence of a pulse of organic matter is a general phenomenon that occurs in aquatic as well as terrestrial environments [37], the physical factors of living in water may interact with the fraction of plant biomass actually consumed. The spatial and temporal scale over which nutrient cycling is coupled to herbivory is likely shorter in a terrestrial than an aquatic environment [38]. Organic matter released through partial feeding under water may quickly diffuse away. Conversely in terrestrial soil, it is more likely to remain close to the rhizosphere. Further, consumption patterns may tip the balance to more nutrient cycling in the detrital pool for terrestrial plants and more herbivore driven nutrient cycling for aquatic plants. That is, in a pelagic aquatic environment, much of the primary producer biomass is in the form of phytoplankton, and it is usually consumed whole without the production of large amounts of detritus [39,40]. In our model, that would make $e_1 = 1.0$. The flux of organic matter to the detrital pool would be limited to herbivore death and plant death (Fig 1). Our model does not account for differences in herbivore feeding strategies or optimal foraging. However, these would certainly interact with both $e_1$ (e.g. a phloem sucking versus a chewing insect) and the stoichiometric quality of the food they select [29].

**Conclusions**

The results of this model have implications for the way we think about plant herbivore interactions. Any time a herbivore is of higher quality (low C:N) consuming a plant of lower quality (high C:N) the herbivore is going to respire CO$_2$, scavenge the nitrogen and drive plants into nitrogen limitation in that environment [41]. However, models show that the stoichiometric quality of the herbivore can pose restrictions depending on the plants own nutrient affinity (*sensu* Daufresne and Loreau [26]). As many plants are non-homeostatic with respect to C:N, this will eventually alter the quality of the plants’ own tissue. Our model does not account for non-homeostatic changes in long-term plant quality, but it does show that the fraction of plant biomass actually consumed and metabolized by the herbivore will affect the degree to which a plant can recoup any losses. Furthermore, neighboring plants benefit from local herbivory [42], and herbivory may have significant effects on competitive outcomes [43]. This model mechanistically connects the direct effects of herbivory with the indirect effects of soil nutrient cycling. It helps resolve the mechanisms associated with herbivory and feedbacks to primary production.
Fig 4. Bifurcation diagram indicating the stability and instability of the three steady state solutions as a.) \( r_p \) is varied, and b.) \( r_{1H} \) is varied. In both a. and b. the main figure shows Plant \((P_C)\) biomass while the inset shows Herbivore \((H_C)\) biomass.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0129775.g004
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